
August 2010                          By Marianne

Wow! What an interesting series of photos I noticed you 
have explored today Hannah.

This morning as you arrived at Kindergarten your good 
friend Emma was busy taking photos. After she took 
your photo I asked if you would like to take some photos 
too and you smiled and responded positively to this 
suggestion. Off you both went with your cameras in hand 
exploring and investigating. A little while later I spotted 
you both in the book area  photographing colourful 
pages of animals. You were both happy and engaged, 
absorbed in  your photography exploration. Then it was 
soon time to download your photos - all 160 of them! 
Hannah we reviewed your photos in a slide show and as 
it was playing through I was struck by this series of 
interesting photos that you had explored with our 
coloured cubes. You smiled as I expressed how 
wonderful I thought they were telling me they were of 
your foot. I think I can also see your hand Hannah and 
that you have captured some very interesting and 
creative images.

WHAT LEARNING IS NOTICEABLE HERE?
Hannah and Emma were engaged in their 

photography for sustained time this morning - absorbed 
in their inquiry . These wonderful images reflect 
Hannah’s creative approach and her interest in 
investigating an idea. They have emerged as a series of 
creative, colourful and  images. I have suggested to 
Hannah that she might like to scrapbook with these and 
she responded positively to this idea. I think that they 
would look awesome framed also and will add another 
dimension to children interest in photography here at 
PMK. 
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